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Legal Disclaimer 

Warning: All the information presented in “Ultimate MASS" is for educational and 

resource purposes only. It is not a substitute for or an addition to any advice given 

to you by your physician or health care provider. 

Consult your physician before making any changes to your lifestyle, diet, or 

exercise habits. You are solely responsible for the way information in "Ultimate 

MASS " is perceived and utilized and so, you do so at your own risk. 

In no way will Alain Gonzalez or any persons associated with "Ultimate MASS " be 

held responsible for any injuries or problems that may occur due to the use of this 

book or the advice contained within. 

Personal Disclaimer 

We are not doctors, nor do we possess a degree in nutrition. The advice we give is 

based on years of practical application, dealing with the needs of our own health 

and physiques as well as the needs of others. Any recommendations we may 

make to you regarding diet, including, supplements and herbal or nutritional 

treatments must be discussed between you and your doctor/s. 

Muscle-Building Disclaimer 

Required Legal Disclaimer: Due to recent laws from the FTC, it is required that all 

companies identify what a “typical” result is. The truth is that most people never 

do anything when it comes to trying building muscle. They might buy a million 

products, including this one, but never do anything with the information they 

have in hand. The testimonials that you saw were of people who took action, 

followed a healthy lifestyle, exercised, and ate a balanced nutritional diet. If you 

want results like them, you should do this too.  
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Growth Factor #1: Adaptation to Resistance 

 

There are three possible outcomes following a training stress.  

1. No Progress 

2. Progress 

3. Loss of Progress 

The goal of this program is simple. It is to progress, continuously, without taking any steps 

backwards (losing progress). Although this may seem simple and elementary, as an 

intermediate and/or advanced trainee there is a very specific “sweet spot” that must be hit and 

failing to do so will make or break your progress. Failing to hit this “sweet spot” is the reason 

that your progress has slowed down dramatically, stopped completely, or even decreased. 

Training Stress Sequence 

Not Enough Stress Appropriate Stress Over Stress 
| 
| 
\/ 

No Disruption Disruption Disruption 
| 
| 
\/ 

No Adaptation Adaptation Adaptive Capacity Affected 
| 
| 
\/ 

No Change in Performance Increased Performance Decreased Performance 
| 
| 
\/ 

Muscle Maintenance Increased Muscle Mass Muscle Loss 

 

THE Goal: To take the trainee through stages 1 (Performance Maintenance) and 2 (Increased 

Performance) of this sequence, strategically, while avoiding stage 3 (decreased Performance), 

completely.  
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Growth Factor #2: Performance Based 

Training 

 

Performance Based Training (Progressive Overload): This is the gradual increase of stress placed upon 

the body during exercise training. This component is recognized as a fundamental principle for success in 

fitness training.  

If you have ever looked at any of my programs, you will notice that performance based training 

(progressive overload) is a staple in my routines. Not because I am obsessed with getting better (which 

is totally fine if you are), but because increasing your performance is the ONLY way create a new 

stimulus in order to yield significant results.  

A common goal for anyone following a fitness training program is to increase strength or muscle size. In 

order to achieve new results, the muscles need to be challenged, which stimulates the natural adaptive 

processes of the body, which develops to handle the new demands placed on it. If you fail to challenge 

the muscle, you will fail to stimulate the adaptive response.  

How do we assure our body is challenged enough to adapt and grow? 

Simply continue to add more stress to the muscle than the body is used to. This will disrupt homeostasis 

and force the body to adapt.  

Progressively Overloading the Muscle for Beginners 

 Increase the amount of repetitions without sacrificing the amount of weight used 

 Increase the amount of sets  

 Increase the amount of weight used without sacrificing the repetitions  or sets 

But we are not beginners… 

As an intermediate trainee, performance based training gets a little more complex (but still simple). 

Because we have (during out beginner phase) already increased our sets to an ideal amount and 

strength gains are now much more difficult to achieve, we must take a simple but more strategic 

approach to weight training.  

In order to simplify the process of increasing performance, we must track our workouts and bring our 

previous workout notes with us to the gym in order to ensure we are disrupting homeostasis. 

Items to Track 

1. The workout performed (exercise) 
2. The amount of weight you are working with (workload) 

3. The amount of repetitions performed per set (repetitions) 
4. The amount of sets performed (sets) 
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Once your training session is over and you have collected all the information needed in your workout 

log, your goals are set for the next session of the same type.  

In this program we are going to focus on straight sets. This simplifies the progressive overload and 

allows you to focus on the factors that really matter. A straight set basically means that we perform a 

give exercise using the same weight for the prescribed amount of sets. Once you can perform every set 

with the prescribed repetitions, it is time to increase the workload and repeat.  

For Example: Squats 5 x 5 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 

Set 1 – 225 x 5 
Set 2 – 225 x 5 
Set 3 – 225 x 5 
Set 4 – 225 x 5 
Set 5 – 225 x 3 

Set 1 – 225 x 5 
Set 2 – 225 x 5 
Set 3 – 225 x 5 
Set 4 – 225 x 5 
Set 5 – 225 x 5 

Set 1 – 235 x 5 
Set 2 – 235 x 5 
Set 3 – 235 x 5 
Set 4 – 235 x 4 
Set 5 – 225 x 5 

Set 1 – 235 x 5 
Set 2 – 235 x 5 
Set 3 – 235 x 5 
Set 4 – 235 x 5 
Set 5 – 235 x 5 

 

Squats 5 x 5 Progress Chart 

 

Note: In some cases (as shown in session 3), the total workload can decrease. However, although total 

workload is decreased, intensity has actually increased significantly. Increasing intensity will provide the 

adaptive response necessary to increase strength.  
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The Two Overload Factors 

 
In the Squats 5x5 Progress Chart we showed an example of how to increase performance. As an 

intermediate trainee there are two main factors we must focus on in order to overload the muscle.  

1. Volume: The total amount of weight lifted in a workout or group of workouts. 

Reps x Weight = Volume 

Although increasing the amount of sets we do will easily increase our volume, as intermediate trainees 

this can actually become counterproductive. This is due to the simple fact that factor #2 (intensity) 

becomes compromised when volume is increased in the form of added sets. 

2. Intensity: The amount of weight lifted in a workout or group of workouts, in relation to the 

maximum amount of weight that the trainee can lift for a single repetition.  

Volume/Repetitions = Average weight used 

Average weight used / 1RM x 100 = % Intensity 

Using session 2 of the Squats 5x5 Progress chart (assuming your 1RM is 275) the intensity is: 81% 

Using session 3 of the Squats 5x5 Progress chart (assuming your 1RM is 275) the intensity is: 84% 

So as you see, although the workload (volume) in session 3 was less than the workload in session 2, the 

overall intensity was higher.  
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Workload Examples 

1. Volume 

Calculating Total Volume: Reps x Weight = Set Volume 

Bench Press Example: 

Work Set Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 3 

Weight  225 lbs 225 lbs 240 lbs 245 lbs 
Reps 6 6 4 3 

Set Volume 1,350 (lbs) 1,350 (lbs) 960 (lbs) 735 (lbs) 
Total Volume    4395 (lbs) 

 

Squat Example: 

Work Set Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 3 
Weight Used 315 lbs 315 lbs 315 lbs 315 lbs 

Reps 5 5 3 1 
Set Volume 1,575 (lbs) 1,575 (lbs) 945 (lbs) 315 (lbs) 

Total Volume    4410 (lbs) 

 

2. Intensity 

Calculating Intensity: Volume/Repetitions = Average weight used 
                                        Average weight used / 1RM x 100 = % Intensity 
 

% of 1RM Calculating 1RM % Weight(lbs) 

100% Bench Press 1RM 225 (1RM) 

90% 225 x 0.90 =  214  

85% 225 x 0.85 =  203  

80% 225 x 0.80 =  191  
75% 225 x 0.75 =  180  
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Growth Factor #3: Muscle Hypertrophy 

 

What is Muscle Hypertrophy? 

Muscle hypertrophy involves an increase in size of skeletal muscle through an increase in the 

size of its component cells. Hypertrophy can be broken down into two types of categories: 

myofibril and sarcoplasmic. Each of these specific types of muscle hypertrophy will result in 

increasing size of cells, but not of equal effect. Sarcoplasmic hypertrophy is focused on 

increasing the actual size of the muscle, and less on increasing strength. Myofibril hypertrophy 

will focus more on strength increase and less on an increase in the size of the skeletal muscle. 

 
Rep Range 

 

 
Percent of 1RM 

 
Training Effect 

 
Outcome 

 
1-5 

 

 
85-100 

 
Neural 

 
Strength, Power, and 

Some Size 

 
6-8 

 

 
75-85 

 
Neural and Metabolic 

 
Strength and Some 

Size 

 
9-12 

 

 
70-75 

 
Metabolic and Neural 

 
Size and Some Size 

 
12-15 

 

 
60-70 

 
Metabolic 

 
Size and Muscular 

Endurance 

 

Types of Muscle Hypertrophy 

 

Sarcoplasmic Hypertrophy (8-15): This is the type of hypertrophy that bodybuilders will 

typically aim for. It is responsible for increasing the size of the muscle cells in order for them 

(the cells) to increase the amount of water and glycogen they can store. This is great and is the 

main contributor to a bigger and more muscular physique. 

Myofibrillar Hypertrophy (1-6): This is the type of hypertrophy that is triggered from power 

lifting/strength training and is responsible for increased strength and increased size of certain 

muscle fibers. 
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What this means to you… 

An intermediate lifter who trains only in an 8-12 rep range will eventually find it extremely 

difficult to increase their workload (the amount of weight used) and certainly their intensity. 

Not to mention, if they were to ever get injured and/or be forced to stop training for more than 

a few weeks, they will begin to appear flat and deflated quite quickly. 

On the other hand, there are specific fast twitch muscle fibers that respond much better to 

training with heavy loads. This type of training will not only increase strength, but it will 

increase the actual size of certain muscle fibers. In this case, the trainee could take 6 months off 

from the gym and still appear dense and muscular. 

 

Myofibrillar Hypertrophy for Increased Muscle Density 

Someone who has never trained with a heavy load in a lower rep range, consistently, will 

usually be able to increase strength quite fast. And even when the increase in strength slows 

down, it will always be faster than someone who does no strength training at all. Now, although 

training with heavy weight all the time on the bench press may do very little to enhance your 

physique, focusing on strength training will make it much easier to increase your workload, 

intensity, and disrupt homeostasis. Training with heavier weight for low reps will also make it 

easier to increase your total workload during your sacroplasmic hypertrophy training. The more 

you progress your workload in a sacroplasmic hypertrophy rep range, the more you’ll grow. 

 

More Benefits of Strength Training 

Lifting heavy, too often will get a bad rep. People (even fitness trainers) will argue that heavy 

lifting is horrible for the joints and can lead to serious injury. And this is true…if done 

incorrectly. In fact, strength training when done correctly is extremely beneficial for injury 

prevention and joint stability. 

You see, not only does lifting heavy (with proper form) improve muscle tissue itself, but it also 

strengthens the tendons and ligaments associated with the lift. Strengthening the muscles that 

support the given joints will also improve form which will in turn decrease the chance of injury. 

It is also worth mentioning that stronger joints, ligaments, tendons, and better form will all aid 

in muscle building directly. 
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Growth Factor #4: Training Frequency 

 

Training Frequency: The number of times per week for training a muscle group. 

When it comes to natural bodybuilding, frequency is one of the key factors for new muscle 

growth. Without adequate frequency, we are leaving a lot of room for growth on the table. 

Despite what the workout routines in bodybuilding magazines might suggest, breaking your 

workouts down into one training session per week, per muscle, is not going to produce optimal 

results. This is simply due to two major factors. These are also the two reasons why higher 

frequency training (if done correctly) is far superior to the modern, over emphasized, body part 

split.  

Muscle Protein Synthesis 

 

Muscle Protein Synthesis is critical to the body's ongoing growth, repair, and maintenance of its 

skeletal muscle.  

Proteins: the compounds comprised of amino acids—the building blocks of tissue formation 

within the body. The synthesis of protein is the method by which muscle is built.  

In any trainee, the muscle protein synthesis is related to how the muscles are being exercised. 

Other than the ongoing repair and maintenance of existing muscle tissues that may be 

damaged through the course of daily living, new muscle will not be created without muscular 

activity (weight training). This is a prerequisite of meaningful muscle development, built on 

protein synthesis. 

All forms of physical activity will direct stress into a muscle. For example, with distance running, 

the stresses are cumulative, the combined effect of repetitive movements that are at a 

relatively lower level of intensity. On the other hand, activities that involve explosive and 

powerfully focused movements, the forces directed against the muscle are much more 

significant, and they occur over a much faster. 

In each situation, the muscle will naturally break down, a process known as "catabolism." The 

repair of the damaged muscle is "anabolism," the building up and the growth of the existing 

and previously damaged fiber. Protein synthesis is the mechanism by which the body affects 

this repair and muscle growth: as a very general rule of thumb, when the body synthesizes 

more protein than it breaks down, muscle growth occurs.  
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Frequency Factor #1 - Maximizing Protein Synthesis 

 

Research has taught us that muscle protein synthesis is elevated for roughly 48 hours following 

a weight lifting session. This muscle protein synthesis elevation is in conjunction with the 

muscle that was trained. For example, if you trained your chest on Monday, then protein 

synthesis occurs (for the given fibers) for 48 hours and then comes back down to baseline.  

So for an athlete who trains with a body part split, he will train his chest directly, 1 time per 

week.  

 Here is an example of muscle protein elevation following chest training for someone 

following a body-part split.  

 
 Here is an example of muscle protein synthesis elevation for a trainee who trains with a 

higher frequency. 

 
 

Note: It is not hard to see that a trainee with a higher frequency with benefit from more 

frequent elevations of muscle protein synthesis per muscle group.  
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Now let’s kick the examples up a notch. The charts on this page demonstrate the elevation of 

muscle protein synthesis for (a) the trainees who follow a body-part split and for (b) those who 

train with a higher frequency.  

 Here is an example of muscle protein synthesis elevation for a trainee following a typical 

body-part split (i.e. Chest Monday, Back Tuesday, Legs Wednesday, etc) 

 
 Here is an example of muscle protein synthesis elevation for a trainee following a higher 

frequency program (i.e. the split prescribed in Ultimate M.A.S.S.) 

 
PLEASE READ: Some levels in my poorly made up charts seem to be higher than 

others…ignore this. The only data that I am trying to show here is elevated versus 

baseline.  

 

Red = Chest 

Green = Back 

Blue = Lower Body 
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Frequency Factor #2 – The Repeated Bout Effect 

 

Are you training your legs once per week? 

Do they still get extremely sore following your training? 

I am sorry to inform you that as an intermediate trainee, if you have muscle groups that are still 

getting extremely sore, it’s not because you “killed it” in the gym. This is actually due to a slow 

and inefficient recovery. You see, after performing an unaccustomed eccentric exercise and 

exhibiting severe soreness, the muscle rapidly adapts to reduce further damage from the same 

exercise. However, if this is not the case, then your body is simply not adapting to the stress. If 

it is not adapting, not only will it become harder to increase your intensity, but new muscle will 

come much slower (if at all).  

You have probably read, at some time or another, that training a large muscle group more than 

once per week will lead to overtraining. This is old bodybuilding methodology that has been 

debunked by a recently discovered process called “The Repeated Bout Effect”. 

Although this effect does still require an adequate rest period between bouts, training more 

frequently (using practical programming) will increase your ability to recover and adapt. More 

efficient recovery and adaptation makes for extended progression without a plateau, strength 

increases, and more overall muscle growth.  
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Growth Factor #5: Potentiation > Fatigue 

 

The Goal of Training 

If you have read and understood this guide successfully, you will have realized that the real goal 

of training is to increase performance and get stronger. By increasing our performance and 

increasing intensity, our body will always feel perturbed to change due to the new stimulus.  

Training to Failure: Fatigue 

 Training to failure: Doing this frequently will reduce performance. 

 Training to failure: Does not maximize muscle fiber recruitment. 

 Training to failure: Maximum muscle activation in an exercise is achieving a couple of 

reps short of failure. 

Training to Success: Potentiation 

 Training to success: Doing this frequently will increase performance. 

 Training to success: Maximizes force.  

 Training to success: Maximum muscle activation  

 

What is force? 

Force = Mass x Acceleration 
Acceleration = the concentric movement of the lift 
Mass = the amount of weight used 

 

If we can train in a potentiated state as oppose to a fatigued state (which is caused by training 

to failure), we can easily increase force regularly. We know that when increasing force we are 

recruiting more muscle fibers. With that said, the more frequently we train in a potentiated 

state, the easier it will be to increase force, and ultimately the faster we will perturb our body 

to change.  

I am not saying that we should NEVER train to failure. I am simply suggesting that if you want to 

optimize your gains, training to failure too frequently can hinder results while stopping your set 

with some gas left in the tank will allow for more optimal training.  
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Growth Factor #6: Maximum Motor Unit 

Recruitment 

 

Motor Unit: A motor unit is made up of a motor neuron and the skeletal muscle fibers 

innervated by that axon. Groups of motor units often work together to coordinate the 

contractions of a single muscle. 

All muscle fibers in a motor unit will be of the same fiber type. When a motor unit is activated, 

all of its fibers contract.  

Muscle Fiber Types and Characteristics 

 

Characteristic Type I Type IIA Type IIB 

Contraction Speed Slow Fast Very Fast 

Size of Motor Neuron Small Large Very Large 

Resistance to Fatigue High  Intermediate  Low 

Activity Used For Aerobic Long Anaerobic Short Anaerobic 

Force/Power Capacity Low High Very High 

Aerobic Capacity High  Intermediate Low 

Anaerobic Capacity Low Intermediate High 

 

* Fast Twitch Muscle Fibers (Type II) are the largest fibers and are stimulated optimally with a 

heavy load. 

Neuromuscular System: The functional integrated whole of the body’s nerves and muscles.  

The motor unit is the basic functional unit of the neuromuscular system, since muscle fibers fire 

only within motor units and never individually.  

Heavy, power training improves recruitment. Simply put, it increases the amount of motor units 

in the muscle that generate force during a contraction. The more motor units recruited the 

more force and power is generated.  

The average beginner will only recruit about 70% of their available motor units. As you 

progress, that percentage goes up. As an intermediate to advanced lifter, you should be able to 

recruit 80-95% of the available motor units. This is due to neuromuscular improvements made 

throughout your training career and is why it is possible to gain strength without adding 

muscle. However, in most cases, (with the proper program) hypertrophy will accompany a 

strength increase.  
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Growth Factor #7: Optimal Rest In Between 

Sets 

 

The Importance of Rest In Between Sets 

 

Although the appropriate rest times in between sets are important, I do not expect everyone to 

time their rest periods accurately. I do, however, recommend that you use your best judgment 

as to when you’re ready for your next set while staying in the vicinity of the prescribed rest 

period.   

How much should I rest in between sets? 

When training at a high intensity (80%+), complete recovery does not occur for as long as 3-7 

minutes. When you are training with a higher intensity (heavy), the prescribed rest amount is 3 

minutes. However, some may not be fully recovered and primed for another heavy set for 

another few minutes (following the prescribed 3 minutes). If this is the case, feel free to 

prolong your rest period until you are ready for another heavy set.  

When training with a lower intensity, rests of about 45 seconds would be more optimal. An 

additional 15-30 seconds (if needed) is also fine. And although this training program does not 

focus on muscle endurance too much, there will be “light” days where a higher rep range is 

prescribed. In this case, rest periods should remain at 45 seconds or shorter.  

Rests periods during a warm up… 

Warm up sets are used to prepare you for the heavier work sets. With that said, the lightest 

warm ups will not be heavy enough to produce fatigue and thus will not require much more 

than the time it takes to load the bar for the next warm up set. As the warm up sets get 

heavier, the rest periods should increase, but never to the extent of a work set.  

 

Do Not Over Complicate this Minor Detail 

Appropriate rest in between sets is important but should not be over-thought. The rest periods 

for each exercise will be listed in the Ultimate M.A.S.S. program guides in order to eliminate the 

guess work. Also, timing the rest in between every single set can get tedious and overwhelming 

and although I recommend it to anyone who can manage it, it is not critical. Do not be afraid of 

depending on your internal clock. You’re body will always let you know when you are ready.  
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Growth Factor #8: De-load 

 

What is a de-load? It is a planned reduction in volume and/or intensity, usually for one cycle of 

your training split, whose purpose is to allow the body to dissipate accumulated fatigue, allow a 

full recovery, and prepare you for further gains. Also, remember that weight training does not 

just tax your muscles. It also puts stress on your joints, ligaments, connective tissues, and 

central nervous system. 

Why De-load? 

 In order to repair ligament, tendons, joints, and tissues. 

 To allow your CNS (Central Nervous System) to recover. 

 To reduce the risk of overtraining. 

  To give your mind and body a mental break from high intensity training. 

 To prepare for greater gains. 

What if I don’t de-load? 

For those trainees who feel that they want to (try) go 100% at the gym, all the time, they will 

soon realize that this is not possible. Not implementing a de-load into your training is, in my 

opinion, the main reason why intermediate lifters find it so hard to increase performance in the 

gym. This is why most trainees at the intermediate level are probably fluctuating between 10-

20 pounds (up and down) with any given lift. And if they do happen to lift heavier than that 20 

lbs threshold, they don’t sustain it consistently and thus it becomes worthless.  

Although this program has laid out a regular de-load schedule you’re the trainee, I still think it is 

worth mentioning the signs you may notice when a reduction in intensity and/or volume is 

needed. 

When to de-load? 

 You feel tired and not primed to train. 

 Your lifts are not increasing (or even decreasing). 

 Your tendons, joints, or ligaments are achy. 

 Your training frequency is high for a extended amount of time.  

Note: A regularly scheduled de-load should come before you start to experience any of these 

symptoms. If while following this program you experience any of the above symptoms before 

the scheduled de-load, I recommend that you commence your de-load immediately.  
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How do I de-load? 

In this program, the de-load is very simple. You will simply performe the same workout routine, 

only you will reduce the intensity by as much as 50-60% and focus on refining your form and 

technique. During a de-load you should never train to failure. Consider your de-load an active 

rest cycle. 

Examples of a de-load: 

 Follow your normal workout routine (sets & reps) but decrease the weight used to 

about 50-60% of what you normally work out with. 

 Use the same weight as you normally would, but drop your number of total volume 

(sets x reps) to 50-60% of your normal volume. For example: If I prescribed 5 x 4 (on a 

regular training day), then 5 x 2 would be your de-load volume.  

 Use light weight and focus on refining your form and technique. (One of my favorite 

methods) 

A Successful De-Load 

 

The goal of a de-load is to allow you to become stronger, faster, and bigger, by incorporating a 

planned "active recovery" phase into your normal workout program. If done correctly, you 

should be able to make strength and performance increases, regularly, with a reduced risk of 

injury. It will also serve as a mental and physical break that will preemptively address any 

recovery issues you may have. 

 

De-Load Example Chart 

Regular Training Day De-Load Training Day 

Bench Press Bench Press 

Set 1: 225 lbs x 5 
Set 2: 225 lbs x 5 
Set 3: 245 lbs x 3 
Set 4: 245 lbs x 3 

Set 1: 95 lbs x 8 
Set 2: 95 lbs x 8 

Set 3: 105 lbs x 8 
Set 4: 105 lbs x 8 
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Growth Factor #9: Recovery 

 

Last but not least, we have recovery. All the of growth factors listed in this program play a 

critical role in avoiding overtraining in order to continuously increase gym performance while 

keeping you injury free and maintaining sanity. However, none of those factors become as 

effective (or even effective at all) if you are under-recovering. We have gone over the work/rest 

ratio, but there are several other factors that contribute to recovery, outside of the gym.  

4 Main Factors that Affect Recovery Outside of the Gym 

Sleep: Although this may seem like common sense, I believe it is still worth mentioning the 

“why” of sleep importance.  

Hormonal secretion is probably the most important for recovery from physical stress (weight 

lifting). During you sleep cycle, an increase in anabolic hormone concentration and a decrease 

in catabolic hormone concentration take place. Without going into every single boring detail, 

shorter sleep periods will limit recovery. 

Lack of adequate sleep during recovery will lead to a decrease in athletic ability, reduced 

determination, and lack of tolerance for intense weight training.  

Water Intake (hydration): Nearly every biochemical process occurring in our body happens in 

water. Failing to stay hydrated will cause loss in performance.  

Protein: Protein synthesis (as discussed earlier) is the process by which new muscle is created. 

This requires an adequate amount of dietary protein. The main way that a muscle recovers 

from training stress is for protein synthesis to occur faster than protein breakdown. However, if 

adequate amounts of protein are not consumed and we fail to reach the nutrients needed for 

protein synthesis, then the body will be forced to take them from its own protein stores (it’s 

existing muscle mass).  

Calorie Consumption: It is pretty common knowledge that calories (energy) are expended 

during weight training sessions. The energy expended typically comes from the body’s reserves 

of stored carbs and fats. With that said, it is pretty obvious that we must replace this energy 

before our next bout of training. But more importantly, high intensity training will disrupt 

homeostasis and muscle structure integrity which will produce a requirement for not only 

protein, but fat and carb calories to aid in recovery as well.  
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